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THE MESSE GER

                                                                                                         No. 5 - June 1976

    ESO Workshop on Optical Studies of X-ray Sources
    The first of' what is to be aseries of workshops on different topics has just taken place in Geneva at    the ESO ScienÜfic-Technical Centre. The purpose of these workshops is to gather together a number of    European astronomers working in a well-defined field of research or of instrumental development to    review the present status of knowledge, to compare methods and results, and in particular to coordinate    future plans. In order to achieve these aims, it is of obvious importance that all European groups active    in the chosen subject. be represented .. Also,' the workshops should be as informal as possible and have    a relatively small number of participants.                    .      The first workshop took place from April 28-30, 1976       spectroscopy, photometry, ultra-rapid photometry,    and dealt with optical obse'rvations of compact X-ray        etc.... Theoretical interest is also very high. The work-    sourees. There are at least a dozen groups working in        shop was therefore attended by about thirty especially    this field in Europe and they use a variety of techniques:   invited scientists from all ESO countries as weil as from                                                                 England, Italy and the USA.                                                                    After an initial series of review talks on the properties                                                                 of compact X-ray sources in different. spectral ranges,                                                                 the various groups presented their activity. The atten-                                                                 dance of some specialists in X-ray astronomy was                                                                 particularly useful. They not only described their data                                                                 but also presented the opportunities which now exist                                                                 (or are likely to arise in the near future) for coordinated                                                                 observations. It is obvious, especially when dealing with                                                                 variable sourees, that the value of both optical and                                                                 X-ray data greatly increases when simultaneous obser-                                                                 vations exist in the other spectral range. Indeed, the                                                                 topic discussed was a typical example of the need which                                                                 often arises in modern astronomy to gather and coordi-                                                                 nate information resulting from quite different channels                                                                 such as optical, radio and X-ray astronomy. A specifie                                                                 discussion dealt with future plans for optical observa-                                                                 tions of various individual X-ray sourees both in the                                                                 northern and in the southern sky.     Globular cluste.r NGC 1851 (RA = 5 h 12m; Decl. = - 40°)        The association of eompact X-ray sourees with elose    from which X-ray bursts have been reported on February 20,                                                                 binary systems and globular clusters has undoubtedly    ~976 (lAU Circular 2913). Reproduced from ESO Quick Blue    Gurvey plate 1240 (field 305). 60 min. exposure, Ila-O +     added a new motive for interest in the elassie and      G 385, ESO 1 m Schmidt telescope.                          al ready fundamental investigation of these objeets.                                                                                                                           1PROFILE OF A STAFF ASTRONOMER'S PROGRAMME:                                    direction of                                                                              orbital motionDwarf Novae         Dr. Nikolaus Vogt, ESO statt astronomer in Chile,         red star         is a specialist in dwarf novae, and du ring the past         years he has been busy improving our knowledge         about these interesting objects. Here he reviews         his programme:                                                                            gas stream             ~~~~....~1.,        accretion                                                                                                    ~                      'loj'    ..,~~--:-gas discDwarf novae are small brothers of the X-ray binaries:                                                                              , ~~&an extended red star delivers gaseous material towardsthe second component, a white dwarf. The materialarrives at quite a high velocity, accelerated by the grav-                                                                 [          hol 'pol
                                                                              ~ity of the white dwarf, and does normally not hit thesurface of the white dwarf immediately, but forms anaccretion disc of hot gas which surrounds the whitedwarf. This disc and especially its "hot spot"-Le. theplace where the gas stream from the red component                                                                                                          d',,,,,o" 01                                                                                                          orbital motionfalls onto the disc-are the most prominent light sources          Dwarl nova model, schematlc.of the entire system. This model resembles that of theX-ray binaries, but the masses and dimensions of dwarfnovae are much smaller, about one solar mass for eaeh                                                                     In order to improve the observation al basis, N. Vogtcomponent. Nevertheless, soft X-rays were reeently                                                                  has obtained photometric and speetroscopic obser-detected in one of the nearest dwarf novae, SS Cyg.                                                                  vations of several dwarf novae sinee 1972. Occasion-   More than twenty years ago, Kraft deteeted the binary          ally. simultaneous observations were made with up tonature of dwarf novae on aceount of eclipses and other            three teleseopes at La Silla, as for instance in Deeem-periodic variations in the light-curve and radial velocity.       ber 1974, together with visiting astronomers R. HäfnerAnd it is more than 100 years ago that the first star             and R. Sehoembs from Munieh, or in April 1976 withof this class was deteeted, with its eharaeteristies and          J. Breysaeher (ESO). The work eoneentrated espeeiallyspectacular behaviour: a normally very faint star                 on the three stars VW Hyi, EX Hya and BV Cen, for whiehbrightens for a few days, 2-S m above its normal magni-           long photometrie and speetroseopie se ries were ob-tude. These outbursts oecur at irregular intervals be-            tained with the best possible time resolution. It is faseinat-tween ten days and several months. The eruptive beha-             ing to observe these stars, and every observing nightviour resembles that of the novae, but the outburst               is full of surprises: will our "friend" outburst tonight?amplitudes are smaller, thus the name "dwarf nova".               Will he oseillate? Will he show a strong flickering, or is   With these short notes we leave the field of eertain           he "boringly" constant tonight?knowledge. We do not know as yet whieh physieal pro-                 The data of our dwarf novae observing programmecesses rule the observed properties. Even the loeation            are partly published, but most are still being analysed.and origin of the spectacular outburst is still eontro-           Hopefully, they will help to answer some of the. above-versial: is the white dwarf responsible, due to a hydro-          mentioned questions. However, they eertainly also posegen-burning burst after aeeretion of hydrogen-rieh gas            new problems; e.g. when we detected in VW Hyi a humponto its surface? Or is it the disc, or even the red              in the Iight-eurve which repeats every 111 min. duringcomponent that' creates the outburst? Doubts also arise           outburst, while its orbital period is only 107 min.! Whatif one tries to explain the oscillations with 1S-30 see.          is the physieal meaning of another period, 4 per eentperiod which were observed in some of the dwarf novae.            longer than the orbital? A new feature-unexpeeted,This could be white-dwarf pulsations. but they eould              observed, not understood. Seienee is like the old Greekalso originate in the orbital motion of the innermost             legendary snake Hydra with her nine heads. 11. you eutparts of the disco                                                one off, two new heads grow.
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2The "Echelec" - A New Spectrograph for ESO      ESO statt astronomer Dr. J. Breysaeher reports      from La Silla:Two similar models of the Eehelee speetrograph,designed by A. Baranne for the eouda foeus of the .1.52 m teleseope, exist at present. One, the prototype,is working at the Observatoire de Haute-Provenee andthe seeond was reeently installed on La Silla. Theinstrument is eomposed of three independent unitseonneeted by two Iight-proof tunnels, the distanee be-tween the extreme units being about seven metres. Itis positioned in the east-west direetion, on the eonereteof the teleseope pillar in the eoude room. The eentralunit can be removed very easily, thus permitting a rapidexchange with the other big coude spectrograph.  The detector normally used with the Echelec isthe Lallemand-Duehesne' "camera electronique", butthe spectrograph can also be operated with an image-tube and direct photography. The electronographic              The "camera electronique" during its preparation in thecamera is electrostatically focused, the accelerating          laboratory.potential is 25 kilovolts and S-11-type photocathodes of30 mm diameter are used with it. The magazine holds                                                               for a spectrum widened to 0.20 mm. The spectrographtwenty plates. The camera gives a magnification of                                                               !ilay also be used in a conv~ntional mode by suppress-about 0.6. A special laboratory was constructed on the                                                               ing the transmission grating and exchanging the echellesecond floor of the 1.5 m teleseope building for the                                                               grating with a first-order grating. The presently availablepreparation of the equipment which takes about twenty                                                               first-order grating gives a dispersion of 74 A/mm in thehours and demands great care.                                                               blue at a cathode of the camera. The mean exposure  In the "echelle mode", Le. with two crossed gratings,        time for a star of magnitude B = 14 is one hour.the dispersion in the blue is 4.5 A/mm. The mean expo-                                                                . During tlle past six months, the Eet)elec has beensure time for a star of magnitude B = 10 is about 2h30                                                               used frequently. Various programmes were carried                                                               out by visiting and staU astronomers: ipentification of                                                               X-ray sources, a study of Wolf-Rayet stars in the Magel-                                                               lanic Clouds, high-dispersion observations of inter-                                                               stellar calcium lines, determination of stellar rotation. in                                                               open clusters and high-time resolution spectroscopy of                                                               eruptive variables. The first results will soon appear in                                                               print.

                                                               Optical Identification of a Galactic
                                                               X-ray Source                                                                     Dr. H. Mauder from the University Observatory in                                                                     Tübingen, Federal Republic of Germany, recently                                                                     identified a southern X-ray source optically. This.is                                                                     the second X-ray sOurce identified with an ESO                                                                     telescope on La Silla. The first, Cen X-3, was                                                                     found by Dr. W. Krzeminsky from the Warsaw Uni-The ESO Echelec spectrograph.                                        versity Observatory, using the ESO 1 m photo-                                                                     metrie telescope in May-August 1973. Dr. Mauder                                                                     reports: ERRATUM                                                       It is of great interest to idenlify galactic X-ray sources Due to an error discovered only in the printing-press,        with optical stars, since it has turned out that the X-ray nearly the whole edition 01 the March Hi76 issue 01 the       emission in these objects is due to accretion of matter "Messenger" has been printed as No. 1.                        onto compact, collapsed stars in binary 'systems. Study-                                                               ing the normal optical components in those systems    Three numbers 01 the "Messenger" were already pub-                                                               gives much information on ,the nature of compact stars; lished in 1974 and 1975, and the last issue, thcrelore, was No. 4. We apologize lor this mislortune and inlorm the        in some cases it has been possible to show that the readers that Nos. 1, 2 and 3, which had a more limited        compact component must be a neutron star; one system distribution, are no longer available.                        may even contain a black hole. Until now, only' eight                                          The editors          binary X-ray sources have been definitely identified                                                               with optical stars, which can therefore be studied in                                                                                                                         3                                                                of this interval over all nights, weil consistent with the                                                                X-ray periodicity. Folding the data with this period inct/s-                                                           intervals of one minute yielded a significant pulse struc-(ct/S)o            1min                                         ture. Thus, WRA 977 and 3U1223-62 should indeed be                   t-i     8                                                          counterparts.                                                                   In the meantime, additional UBV observations with     6                                                          the ESO 50 cm telescope and with the 50 cm Danish                                                                telescope have been obtained, as weil as a set of                                                                20 A/mm coude spectra with the ESO 1.52 m telescope.     4                                                                Due to the faintness of the object, exposure times up to'                                                                eight hours were.necessary! It will be interesting to see     2                                                          what can be learned about this system, when the optical                                                                observations are carefully analysed during the eoming                                                                months.
    -2                                                                The Riddle of the "Smoky Ring" Solved                                                                Take a look at this diffuse ring, whieh was found last                                                                year on a very deep (21f!15-22f!10), red ESO Sehmidt                                                                plate. What do you think it is? The position is elose toMean Iight-curve from all the observations, folded with the     the Milky Way equator: (I, b) = (311°, 2%). It was report-period of 11.657 minutes. The bars are mean square er.rors.     ed in a reeent note in Astronomy & Astrophysies (46,                                                                139) by ESO astronomers H.-E. Schuster and R. M. West.                                                                They believed that it eoüld be a planetary nebula,much detail. A very famous example is Gen X-3, which                                                                although of rather peeuliar shape. However, an extra-was found by Krzeminsky at ESO. Now it has becbme                                                                galaetie origin eould not be entirely exeluded.possible to identify anQther sourCe of similar type.   From observations by the Ariel 5 and the GopernicussateJlites it was found, in 1975, that the UHURU source3U1223-62 shows a periodic X-ray variation with aperiod of 11.64 ± 0.02 minutes. In 1973, Vidal suggestedthe 11 m emission-line B-type supergiant WRA 977 to bethe optical counterpart of 3U1223-62. However, at thattime, It was not possible to confirm this identification. 1therefore decided to. look for some indication of theX-ray period 1n the optical light of WRA 977.      .     During a stay on La Silla in March 1976, the ESO 50 em photometrie telescope was used in the pulse-. counting mode for observations in .the U band, with a  time resolution of two seconds. On three different  nights, a total of five 'runs was obtained, each lasting  for about forty minutes. There seemed to be several  small peaks of approximately one minute duration. The  peaks were not always present, but whenever they were  visible, their separation was 11.657 minutes or multiples

Relocation of the ESO Administration
from Hamburg to MunichFollowing the Council decision of December 1975, to establishthe European Headquarlers of ESO at Garehing, near Munich(cf. "The Messenger", No. 4, March 1976), the Office of the'                                                                   This question has now been answered. A perfectDirector-General is doing a first step towards that direction   135 A/mm spectrum, obtained on April 1, 1976 with theand moves, on Juli 1, 1976, trom Hamburg-Bergedorf to Gareh-    1 m telescope at the Las Gampanas Observatory (ESO'sIng.                                                            neighbour to .the north) reveals the strong emission   This move will simplify ESO's involvement in the construc-                                                                Iines of a planetary nebula, very strongly reddened bytion activlties for the Headquarters, improve the communica-    interstellar absorption. Furthermore, Dr. N. Sanduleaklions with the ESO departments in Geneva and facilitale the     of the Warner and Swasey Observatory, Ohio, USA, haspreparalions for thei! removal to Garehing, which will take     found that the central star in the ring is of spectral typeplace In about three years time.                                B9 V, by means of plates taken with the Gurtis Schmidt  Therefore, from Juli 1, 1976, the Office of the Director-     telescope on Cerro Tololo (ESO's neighbour to theGeneral will be located at Schleißhelmer Straße 17, 0·ß049      south). So, although the ring was "only" a planetaryGarehIng (Munlch), not far trom the site that will house the    nebula, it gave rise to a nice collaboration between tlleESO Headquarlers.                                               three major observatories in the Atacama desert!43,50 0 New Southern GalaxiesDiscovered in ESO/Uppsala Observatory                                  .                                      Coll                                       .                                          aborationThe ESO/S RC AtlasAstrono mers had the first deep look into the norther nsky some twenty years ago, when the Paloma r 48"Schmid t telesco pe surveyed the sky north' of 30° decli-natiqn. This survey, which was publish eq on paperprints and on grass copies as the National Geogra phicSocietY-Palomar Observ atory Sky Atlas, had a tremen -dous impact on optical astrono my.. Many new galacti cand extraga lactic objects of great interes t were foundand most new radio-s ources are still identifi ed from thisatlas. No wonde r that astrono mers were looking forwardto a similar survey in the south, covering that part of thesky which the Paloma r 48" Schmidt (Iatitude + 30°)could not reach.   With the advent of two Jarge Schmidt telesco pes inthe southe rn hemisphere, the ESO 100 cm Schmidt onLa Silla and the 48" Schmidt at Siding Spring (Australia)of the Scienc e Research Counci l of the United Kingdo m(SRC), it becam e possibl e to carry out a southe rn sur-vey. It was agreed to make a joint ESO/SRC two-co louratlas, the blue plates to be taken with the SRC Schmidt in Austral ia and the red plates with the ESO Schmid t inChile. The first part of this atlas is now being published by the ESO Sky Atlas Labora tory in Geneva. It will bethe subjec t of an article in. a future issue of the "Mes-senger " .                                                    Interact ing galaxy ESO-147-IG03. 8adial.v elocity 12,600 km/so
The ESO (6) Atlal>                                            this survey. The need for a quick look into the southe rn                                                              sky was feit by many astronomers, in particu lar thoseTo produc e the ESO/SRC Atlas is a long affair, due to                                                              associated with the large radio-te lescope in Austral iathe numbe r of plates and the very strict quality criteria                                                              and the three new large optical telesco pes in the south.that must be satisfie d before a plate is accept ed for                                                              the Anglo-Australian 3.9 m at Siding Spring, the CTIO                                                              4.0 m on Cerro Tololo, Chile, and the ESO 3.6 m on                                                              La Silla.. It was therefo re decided, in 1973, to carry                                                              through, as quickly as possible, a prelimi nary  blue sur-                                                              vey' of the souther n 'sky from - 90~ to -20 0                                                                                                             declina tion                                                              with the ESO Schmidt telescope. More than three quar-                                                              ters of this survey have now been completed. It has                                                               been named the "Quick Blue Survey" or the ESO (B)                                                              Survey. The corresp onding ESO (B) Atlas is being                                                               published by the ESO Sky Atlas Laboratory.                                                              The ESO/Uppsala Search                                                              In order to improve the usefulness of the ESO (B) Atlas                                                              and to help astronom'ers prepari ng their observ ations                                                              of southern celestial objects, ESO has been collabo rat-                                                              ing, since 1973, with the Uppsala Observatory in the                                                              identifi cation of known objects and the discovery of new                                                              ones on the ESO (B) Atlas. The search program me                                                              identifi es:                                                              (a) star clusters Iisted in the Budape st Catalogue,                                                              (b) planeta ry nebulae listed in the Perek and Kohout ek                                                                    Catalogue, .                                                              (c)   galaxie s with diameters larger than 1 arcmin ute                                                                    l[sted in the NGC and IC catalogues and modern                                                                    catalogues, and                                                              (d) disturb ed galaxies down to the smallest possibl e                                                                    size.                                                                  The ESO/Uppsala Iists are publish ed periodi cally in ~eyre.rl galaxy ESO-116-IG15, discovered on ESO (8) Atlas    Astrono my & Astrophysics Supple ment Se ries. While In   the joint ESO/Uppsala programme. Radial velocity         listed planeta ry nebulae and stellar clusters mostly com- 8,600 km/so
                                                                                                                                5prise known objects, the situation is quite different for      Spectroscopic Observations of Galaxiesgalaxies. Numerous new gaJaxies are Iisted, all the way        In the ESO/Uppsala Listsfrom humble dwarfs to giant ellipticals, not to forget thedramatic scenery of interacting systems. By April 1976,        The ESO/Uppsala lists have already been extensively191 f!elds (4,474 sq. deg. in total) have been investi,·       used by southern observers. At ESO, image-tube spec-gated out of the 471 atlas fields ,south of - 27%              tra have been obtained of severaJ interesting galaxies in(11102 sq. deg.). Of the more than 5,500 objects which         a pilot programme. This has resulted in the discovery ofwere found in these 191 fields, 70 per cent are new            at least five new Seyfert galaxies. ESO and the Uppsaladiscoveries, including some 3,500 hitherto unknown             Observatory now collaborate in obtaining spectra of thegalaxies. When mapping tne apparenf distribution of            most intere'sting ESO/Uppsala galaxies. Observing time3,593 galaxies (including interacting systems) with dia-       has been allotted in July-August 1976 with the ESO 1.5 mmeters larger than 1 arcminute, regions of high number         telescope for the first concentrated effort in this im-densities can be recognized at (12h , - 45°) and (18 h to      portant "treasure hunt" programme. Participating astron-21 h, - 65° to - 45°). Very few galaxies are of course         omers are Drs. sergwall, Ekman, Lauberts and Wester-found near the galactic plane. Most fields south of -45°       lund (Uppsala), and Drs. Breysacher, Muller, Schusterhave now been investigated.                                    and West (ESO).

Day-time Observations with the 1 m Photometrie Teleseope
      The efficiency of a telescope is measured not only          At ES,O-Chile, an intricate linkage has been eslab-      in the amount of light it is able to collect, but also   Jished between the telescope contral system and the      in the total observing time. A small telescope in a      data acquisition system by Mr. Rönnbom and Dr. Wam-      good climate may be much more useful than a big          steker. This combined system was in full use for the      one in a cloudy pi ace. Here Dr. W. Wamsteker,           first time in Feb)'uary 1976, for a joint observing pro-      ESO staff astronomer, reports how to make even           gramme of Wamsteker (ESO), Schultz, Kreysa, Sher-      better use of the clear skies above La Silla:            wood (all from the Max Planck Institute for Radioastro-                                                               nomy, Bonn), using a sensitive InSb detector systemThe effective observing ~ime available on the ESO 1 m                                                               designed by Dr. Kreysa. The observations were very'telescope has recently been doubled. Because obser-                                                               successful and clearly showed the capabilities of suchvations in the infrared are, similarly to radio obser-                                                               a system. DU,ring the day, the telescope was used in avations, not very ser!ously disturbed by the bright                                                               fully automatic scanning mode to study the galaclicdaylight sky, it is 'possible to make observations at these                                                               centre. Six new infrared sources close to the galacticwavelengths 24 hours a day.                                                               centre were discovered.   The ESO 1 metre photometrie telesc'ope' with itssophisticated telescope control system was selected to,           This first experience with a radioastronomical ap-be the most appropriate telescope for the acquisition of       proach to infrared observlng has been very encouraginginfrared observations.' To detect astronomical infrared        and it is expected that after more experience the systemsignals, special requirements are posed on the tele-           can be improved and will also be applicable to otherscope which could be fulfilled by the 1 m.                     ESO telescopes.

The ESO Library in Geneva
                                                               The ESO Librarian-In-Chief, MisS E. Sachtschal, has been in                                                               touch with astronomy and astr~nomers for several years.                                                                 G.racefully responding to the editor's request. she here                                                               gives her impression of this Important service:                                                                One year ago, the ESO IIb.rary In Geneva moved from the TP                                                                barrack to somewhat more comfo.rtable and spacious sur-                                                                roundings with a splendid outlook to the Jura mountains,                                                                   In splte of the increas'ed floo.r area, the library has just                                                                enough space for the ,next two years until the move to its                                                                final loeation in Munieh. Thera, 250 m 2 are expected to satisfy                                                                all the needs of a modern astronomical Iibrary.                                                                   The IIbrary staff in Geneva tries to fulli! "nearly" all the                                                                IIteratu.re wishes 01 the inereased ESO group 01 astronomers                                                                and to make them happy by unearthing for them "Faint and                                                                Nearby Stars. Galaxles and Nebulae", even unseen "Black                                                                Holes", not, to lorget eomets; in briel, anythlng printed in                                                                books, periodicals and atlases-and to eomplete the colleetion                                                                as far as the ESO library budget allows,                                                                   The most recent discoveries and news in astronomy in form                                                                of preprints coming from all over the world (in exchange to                                                               'ESO papers) are also displayed in the library.                                                                   The library. "centre 01 the Astronomical Cosmos 01 ESO".                                                               ,has the tendency to a relativislic -expansion, and there Is                                                                "pulsating an.d .rotating" lile al ready around it in the form 01                                                                theoretieally driven, heated diseussions.6  r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EDITOR'S N O T E : - - - - - - -                                                       ---,
     It is the intention to bring in the "Messenger", from time to time, a brief review of certain astrono-     mical problems, written by astronomers who have worked on them with ESO telescopes. Pro-     fessor Adriaan Blaauw, Director-General of ESO from 1970 to 1974, and now Professor at the Leiden     University. is one of the foremost authorities on the structure and kinematics of our Galaxy. We are     much indebted to Professor Blaauw for having so positively responded to our request.

                            The McCormick Areas Programme
                                                         A. Blaauw    For several years now, work has been ,done with the               bution of the stars depends on how the rate of star for-    La Silla telescopes on what we call the "McCormick               mation has changed in the course of time and on the    areas programme". The following is a description of its          gradual change in the chemical composition of the gas    aims and present status.                                         out of which the stars were formed.      Its principal aim is to contribute to the studies of              In the frame-work of these investigations, we consider    evolution in our Galaxy, especially its local evolution.         that an important piece of information is, within the    The problem of the evolution of the Galaxy as a whole            local "zone". the variation of the local properties with    has been the subject of a variety of studies by many             the distance from the galactic plane. Whereas all the   authors in recent years. Broadly speaking, we imagine             population up to, say 2,000 parsecs from the plane must   the Galaxy to have acquired its present structure and             be considered to belong to the local zone, this variation   composition as the result of a development starting with         with distance from the plane must provide information   the gravitational collapse from a larger, probably               relating to a basic feature of the local evolution: the   roughly spherical gaseous mass in which star formation           gradual decrease of the thickness of the layer of gas   took place since the beginning. The present structure            out of which the stars were formed. Partieularly the   of the Galaxy then is the result of the initial conditions-      latest stages of the flattening of the system may weil be   among which the total angular momentum-and the                   revealed by the study of the stars accessible to our ob-   time over which this process has been taking pi ace.             servation<;!1 programme, as these do cover the last two-   Understanding of the properties of the Galaxy in terms           thirds or so of the estimated age of the Galaxy.  of such a theory of evolution is important also in con-              The McCormick areas programme has a bearing espe-  nection with the interpretation of observations of other          cially on the latter aspec1. It aims at determining the  stellar systems; their evolution appears to have led to          properties of the loeal population up to distances of  the well-known great variety of types of extragalactic           several kiloparsecs from the galactic plane by, first of  systems.                                                         all, studying the population in the direction of the galac-      Unravelling the evolution of the Galaxy as a whole is        tie poles. Stars are classified according to their ages  a very ambitious programme of which only small bits              and chemical abundances by means of narrow-band  can be taken up at this .time. One of these bits, and an         photometry and these data are supplemented by mea-  obvious one, is the question of the local evolution. That        sures of the kinematics of the stars (proper motions  is: can we understand the local properties of our                and radial velocities) and spectral classifications.  Galaxy-Le. those of its local content of gas and stars-              So 'far, photometry' and proper motions' have been  as the product of the evolutionary process mentioned .           finished in the polar cap areas which allow a first explo- before? The approaches to this problem made so far                ration of the problem. The photometry, although not of appear promising. It is important in this context to              significant accuracy for the discussions of individual realize that the majority of stars now present in "our"           stars, has al ready revealed that there is a statistical region of the Galaxy must have been formed under                  relation between the mean chemical composition of the rather similar conditions, namely the conditions prevail-         stars and the distance from the galactic plane in the ing at distances between, say 8 and 12 kiloparsees'              sense anticipated on the assumption that the youngest from the galactic centre. We base this statement on the          and more metal-rich stars are more strongly eoncen- study of the individual motions of the stars which shows         trated to the galactic plane than the older ones. We find that the region of star formation for most of them must          that over the distance range from 200 to 700 parsees, have been within this ring-shaped zone. It is in this            the mean metal content decreases by a factor of about sense that we may speak of the local evolution-an               0.5, in line with predictions based on the study of those evolution largely independent of, for instance, the re-          stars which now are located near the plane but whose markable processes taking place in the central regions           individual orbits reach weil above or below i1. For theof our Galaxy.                                                   stud.y of this metal-cont~nt variation at larger distances     Basic observational information for these studies are       from 'the .plane, these prediclions are insufficient andthe local. relative amounts of interstellar matter and           we will have to rely principally on the further results ofstars, and for each of these constituents, the chemical          our programme.abundance distributions. The abundance distribution in                Our photometry was carried out partlyon La SilJa andthe interstellar matter is considered to be the product          partly at Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona, USA. Theof the initial cQmposition (hydrogen, helium) and enrich-        proper motions, alJ measured at the McCormick Obser-ment with heavier elements as a consequence of the               vatory in Charlottesville, Virginia, USA, are complete forformation of stars and their ejection of processed               the areas in the polar caps and the provisional analysis(enriched) gaseous material. The abundance distri-               confirms the differenee in kinemati9al behaviour we
                                                                                                                           7would expect for stars of different ag es and different         such "underabundant" old stars by searching tor themdistances from the galactic plane.                              in and around the McCormick areas at high and inter-  One of the intriguing questions within the context of         mediate galactic latitudes.the general problem of the local evolution is that of             An interesting feature of the McCormick areas pro-the occurrence of old, metal-poor stars. Theory so far          gramme is its broad base of international collaboration.has not satisfactorily accounted for the relatively small       Apart from Dr. West of ESO and myself are also in-proportion of such stars in our local sampie. A check on        volved Drs. C. R. Tolbert, Ph. lanna and Katy Gar-their real proportion is therefore especially desirable.        many of the McCormiek Observatory, and Dr. R. A.One of the current surveys on La Silla, executed with           Bartaya of the Abastumani Observatory in Georgia,the "Grand Prism Objectif" (GPO) aims at picking out            USSR.

The ESO 3.6 m Telescope Control System Departs for La Silla
The ESO 3.6 m telescope control system, whieh left              ric terminal. Several of these terminals are available and Geneva on May 2, 1976 for La Silla, has been devel-            may be used simultaneously.oped by the Controls Group of the TP Division. It ineor-           System 2 is also ready tor connection to other, similarporates many novel features, some of whieh have also            "front-end" computers, for instance the computer con-been implemented in other ESO control systems, no-              nected to a photometer or a spectrograph with atably those tor the ESO 1 m photometrie, the ESO                scanner.Schmidt, ,and the Danish 1.5 m telescopes. The first two           Several months will now pass, before the System 2have in effect served as operational prototypes for             computer will really start serving astronomy. It may beseveral years (cf. ESO Teehnical Report No. 6, May 1975).       compared to the 3.6 m telescope building, which had to   Although based on the same principles, the 3.6 m             be erected basement first although the astronomicalcontrol system will have the possibility of a more auto-        observations take plaee only on the upper floors. Tomatie operation and more precise presetting and track-          begin with, System 2 will be used for development anding, thereby facilitating the optimal use of the available      running-in of programmes, to test the electronic hard-observing time.                                                 ware, and later for the important check-out of the (arge   In addition to the integral computer (System 1) that         optical elements by Hartmann and coma tests.serves as controller tor all hardware components of the            Upon arrival on La Silla, the 3.6 ITI telescope controltelescope, a larger computer configuration (System 2)           system will first go to work in the so-called "1-metreserves as an operator for System 1. It performs contin-         mode", il"] whieh the System 1 computer does the jobuous corrections tor the telescope flexure, the refrac-         alone, without help from System 2. However, when ation caused by the terrestrial atmosphere, and other            more detailed knowledge of the pointing, foeusing, andreproducible non-linearities. It also allows the observer       alignment performance of the mechanieal and optiealto prepare an observation file on the computer's disc           struetures becomes available, System 2 will graduallystorage and to edit his tiles by means of an alpha-nume-        be eharged with responsibility for these tasks.Main desk 01 the ESO 3.6 m telescope control system in the ESO assembly hall belore departure to La Silla.
8  The 3.6 m Telescope  on LaSilia        The 3.6 m telescope project is progressing weil        reports Dr. S. Laustsen from La Silla. The transfer        of the mechanical parts from the ship to the moun-        tain was supervised by D. Plathner from the ESO        TP Division. This is his story about four exciting        days:  In the morning of April 7, 1976-afler a long trip of about  eight weeks-the Spanish motors'hip "Riviera" finally  arrived in Coquimbo with the mechanical parts· of the  3.6 m telescope in its hold.    An armada of 23 heavy trucks was lined up opposite  the ship: more than 450,000 kg were waiting for unload-  ing ... 36 truck drivers and helpers, 56 dockers and about a dozen Creusot and ESO poeple had to coordi- nate their work. Walkie-talkies snarled their commands. The first boxes showed up and were placed onto the trucks, accompanied by excited shouts from the dockers.    An exciting and for the uninitiated visitor somewhat complicated show began. Truck after truck was ordered to the shipside and one or more boxes were lowered by the crane. The loading of the trucks was planned in great detail, and the trucks were called upon according to the appearance of the crates.    Already at 5 p.m., 80 per cent of the cargo had been . safely loaded according to the planning, and it became clear that the operation would be finished a day earlier than expected.    Early the next morning, a 500 m 'Iong row of heavily-                                                                   To end this story about excellent cooperation and loaded trucks were waiting for the signal to leave for                                                                goodwill of all participating people, it should be added Pelicano. At 7.30 a.m., the police escort switched on                                                                that the last box had not yet touched the ground when its flash lights, the whole area was trembling by the                                                                the .crew of Creusot were al ready working with their motor noise and the precious caravan got under wäy.                                                                motor-saw to open the crates and to prepare the king- The speed was low and the sun came out early so that the check-point of Incahuasi-about 100 km north of             size Meccano of the ESO 3~6 m telescope for assembly. Coquimbo-was reached only after lunch time.  ESO had provided for a rolling restaurant, and anexcellent meal was served to more than fifty peopleaside the Panamericana under the burning sun.                  Another Fine Comet   At 3 p.m. everybody continued and started the attack        from ESO,on "La cuesta de pajonales". the last high pass beforethe turn-off of the ESO road to Pelicano. There the big        The European Southern Observatory was 'certainly nottrucks arrived at sunset and were hai ted on the "ring-        built for the noble art of comet-hunting, nor does thisroad" of the camp, giving a nearly perfect imitation of        kind of astronomy constitute one of ESO's main Iinesan old prairie-schooner camp.                                  of research. Nevertheless, the name of ESO was re-                                                               cently connected with two important discoveries of   The third day was full of problems. Nearly all trucks                                                               "haired stars".had difficulties in climbing ,certain passages on theLa Silla road. Two heavy front-Ioaders and two bigscrapers had to give permanent assistance to the trucks        Comet Schuster (1976c)(wh ich were only 60 per cent charged) and pull them                                                                The third comet of 1976 was found on March 1, 1976 bythrough the sharp bends at kilo.metre 5 and up the last                                                                Dr. Hans-Emil Schuster, in charge of the ESO Schmidtsteep slope from pumping station No. 2.                                                               telescope. He noticed the faint, diffuse trail on a plate   8ut also this day could be finished successfully. At        taken tor the ESO (8) Survey a few nights before. Obser-about nine o'clock in the evening, all trucks had reached      vations on March 2 to 6 confirmed the comet and a firstthe parking area on the top of the mountain. As unload-        orbit by Dr. 8. Marsden, Cambridge, Mass., USA, showeding had already started the previous day, it was only a        that Comet Schuster was very far trom the Sun. Furthermatter of hours on the fourth day, before the boxes            observations at ESO and other observatories aroundWere all stored in the area around the Danish and GPO          new moon on March 30, made it possible to confirmtelescope buildings.                                           that the comet has the largest perihelion distance on
                                                                                                                      9                                                                record, 1,030 million kilometres. The perihelion passage                                                                took place al ready in January 1975, but no plates appear                                                                to have been taken early 1975 in the corresponding                                                                direction ..                                                                   With its large distance (on June 1,1976, Comet Schu-                                                                ster is 1,138 million kilometres from the Earth, almost                                                                as far as the planet Saturn). this comet will never be-                                                                come a bright object. However, its present apparent                                                                magnitude (16-17) indicates that it is indeed a very                                                                large comet. It is a most interesting object and will                                                                certainly be observed with large telescopes during the                                                                coming years.                                                                   Contrary to comets close to the Sun, the icy nucleus                                                                of Comet Schuster may be observed directly without                                                                interference of surrounding gases (the coma). and its                                                                albedo (ability to reflect light) may be determined. This                                                                in turn gives important information on the constitution                                                                of the cometary nucleus, whieh is believed to be a sm all                                                                piece of material left over at the formation of the Solar                                                                System.
Comet Schuster on March 6, 1976, 40 min. exposure with ESO      Comet West (1975n)1 m Schmidt telescope.                                                                 Proving once more that predictions about the bright-                                                                 ness of co mets are difficult if not impossible, this comet                                                                 (cf. the "Messenger" No. 4, March 1976, page 8) reap-                                                                 peared on the eastern morning sky in early March,                                                                 almost 2 magnitudes brighter than foreseen. It thus be-                                                                 came one of the brightest in the 20th century and was                                                                 observed intensively by amateur and professional astron-                                                                 omers alike. Some results have al ready been published                                                                 in the lAU Circulars. Of special importance were the                                                                 discovery of CO+ in the cQma during extreme ultra-                                                                violet observations from a NASA rocket and the mea-                                                                 surement of two OH emission lines at 1665 and 1667                                                                 MHz with the NRAO 91 m radio telescope. The head of                                                                 the comet broke into four pieces at the time of peri-                                                                 helion passage, probably due to internat stresses from                                                                the intense heating by the Sun. The four nuclei slowly                                                                 disperse under continued observation by those astro-                                                                 nomers who hope that the relative motion may give                                                                'CIues to the comet's mass, a quantity largely unknown                                                                 for comets.                                                                    Comet West now recedes quickly from the Sun and,                                                                 due to perturbations from the major planets, it will only                                                                 return in about one million year,s from now.

                                                                The ESO Guesthouse
                                                                Imagine that you sit twenty or more hours in a narrow                                                                seat in the cabin of a plane, packed to the limit with                                                                passengers, their bags, boxes and any other conceivable                                                                kind of container for "hand"-Iuggage; imagine that YQU                                                                finally, after those long hours, step out in a fo'reign city,                                                                a foreign country, on another continent, even another                                                                hemisphere. Or imagine that you are on your way back                                                                to Europe after several, possibly many weeks of hard                                                                observing on La Silla, that pi ace where even hard-boiled                                                                observers' finally start mumbling secret prayers for just                                                                one, oh just one night with enough clouds to ...                                                                  The pioneers of ESO could very weil ir:nagine this.                                                                And they also knew the "remedy: a quiet place in Santiago                                                                de Chile, where tired astronomers could regain their'Comet West on March 4, 1976, 10 mln. exposure by C. Paillard                                                                forces before and after their observing runs. They found (CE RN) and B. Pillet (ESO) from Col de la Faucille, near Geneva.                                                        the ideal pI ace, a fairly large private house on Calle10Gustavo Adolfo 4634, in the residential area Vitacura.              STAFF MOVEMENTSIn 1965, the house was bought at a very reasonable                  Since the last issue of the "Messenger". the following staftprice and it has ever since been known as the ESO                   movements have taken place:Guesthouse or the "Casa de Huespedes".                                                                    ARRIVALS   In the four years from 1965 to December 1968, thehouse accommodated the administrative office of ESO                       Hamburgin. Santiago, before the Vitacura Headquarters was                        Calixte Stelanini, French, head of personnelready.                                                                    Geneva   Almost all European astronomers who have observed                      Leon Lucy, Brilish, astronomer (paid associate)on La Silla have also spent at least some days in the                     Jacqueline Bergeron, French, astronomer (paid esso-Guesthouse. During periods of peak load, it has been                      ciate)necessary to lodge astronomers and other visitors in                      Gonzalo Alcalno, Chilean, astronom er (student)hotels, but arecent transformation has now brought the                    Chilecapacity up to twelve simultaneous guests. This should                    Erik de Brey, Dutch, administrative officerhopefully take into account the expected increase in theastronomer influx, when the ESO 3.6 m and the Danish                DEPARTURES1.5 m telescopes co me into operation.                                    Hamburg   Mrs. Hilde Fritsch, who Iives at the Guesthouse, takes                 Jean-Claude Carreau, French, head of personnelcare of the daily management. A long~time resident of                     GenevaSantiago, she joined ESO in her present function                          John Danziger, Australian, senior astronomeralready in 1969, and innumerable are those astronomers                    Christophe Faraut, French, systems programmerand other visitors who have profited from her friendly                    Dominique Liege, French, clerk-typisthelp and expert advice. Her guidance to those first-time                  Chilevisitors to Santiago who "just want to buy something                      Louis Campusano, Chilean, studenttypical for their wives, etc." is legendary-and how many                  Jean Palisson, French, administrative clerkwould have visited profitably Santiago's famous "Mer-cado Persa" without her help? .   For those ESO employees who bring their family t<;>Chile, the ESO Guesthouse has been a very useful                    ALGUNOS RESUMENESinitial station in Chile. No doubt, many wives havelearned here some of the sublle differences between                 Seminario sobre estudios 6pticos de lasEuropean und Chilean housekeeping!                                  fuentes de rayos X   Three Chilean staff and one outside help are employe.d                                                                    Con fecha 28-30 de abril de 1976, el primero de unain the ESO Guesthouse. The garden is extremely weil                 serie de seminarlos se ha Ilevado a cabo en Ginebra enkept and so is the house. Some people, in distant                   el Centro Cientffico-Tecnico de ESO.Europe or passing quickly through. Santiago, have                      EI proposlto de estos seminarios es analizar el pre-expressed the view that keeping the ESO Guesthouse                  sente estado de conocimientos, comparar metodos yis not necessary. But very few astronomers, if any, who             resultados, y en particular coordinar planes futuros.have returned from the desert surroundings on' La                                                                       EI primer seminario se refirl6 'a las observacionesSilla to the lush greenery of the ESO Guesthouse will               6pticas de las fuentes compactas de rayos X. Hay poragree hereto.                                                                    10 menos" una docena de grupos trabajando en este                                                                    campo en Europa y estos usan una inmensa variedad                                                                    de tecnicas.                                                                       AI semina rio asistieron unos treinta cientificos espe-                                                                    cialmente invitados .de todqs los pafses de ESO, corno                                                                    tambien de Inglaterra, Italia y los Estados Unidos.

                                                                    EI sistema de control dei telescopio de
                                                                    3,6 m parte a La Silla                                                                     EI 2 de mayo de 1976, el sistema de control dei teles-                                                                     copio de 3,6 m parti6 de Gineb'ra hacia La Silla. Este                                                                     sistema ha sido desarrollado por el Grupo de Control de                                                                     la Divisi6n TP eincorpora varlas innovaciones, algunas                                                                     de las cuales han sido implementadas tarn bien en otros                                                                    'sistemas de control de ESO.The ESO GuesthouseESO BOOKLET. A 16-page, two-colour booklet on ESO is now available from the ESO Administration in Hamburg. It hasbeen compiled by Mr. E. Shaw, Geneva, editor of "Europhysics News".The booklet gives brief background information about ESO and its history, the La Silla Observatory, the ESO Scientific-Technical Centre in Europe and, not the least, the astronomical research carried out at ESO.The ESO booklet will be sent to those who al ready receive the "MESSENGER". Further copies are available on request.
-                                                            -Please note the change of address from July 1st, 1976 (cf. p. 4).
                                                                                                                             11      La Casa de Huespedes de ESO      En Santiago de Chile hay un lugar ideal       First ESO Slide Set Now      donde los astr6nomos puedan reeuperar         Available!      sus fuerzas despues dei viaje de Europa       The European Southern Observatory      a Chile y despues de las obse.rvaelones       is happy to announee the first photo-      en La Silla: la Casa de Huespedes en          graphs from the ESO 1 m SChmidt      Calle Gustavo Adolfo 4634, en el sector       teleseope in Chile. They are available      resideneial de Vltaeura.                      In the form of slide sets eonsisting 0120                                                    5 x 5 em, black-and-while slides with         Casi todos los astr6nomos europeos         brief descriptions, and show some of     . que han observado en La Silla han pa-        the southern sky's most spectaeular       sado por 10 meno's algunos dias en la        and beautlful objects, ineludlng the       Casa de Huespedes. En perlodo de             Magellanle Clouds, The Eta Carinae                                                    nebula and Omega Centauri.       mueho trabajo ha sido neeesario hos-       pedar astr6nomos y otros visltantes en       The priee 01 this magnilieent slide set       hoteles, pero cambios reeientes han          is Swlss francs 16.- (or the equiva-       logrado poder tener una eapaeidad para       lent) for Europe, and US$ 6.- by sur-                                                    faeemail to all other countries, or       tener doee visitantes a la vez. Espera-                                                    US$ 8.50 by' airmail (to be paid in       mos que esto sea sulieiente para el          advanee).       pronto y esperado aumento de astr6no-       mos euando el ESO 3,6 m y el teleseo-        Send Cheque or bank draft to:       plo danea de 1,5 m eomienzen a operar.          EUROPEAN SOUTHERN                                                       OBSERVATORY                                                       Alte Holstenstraße 1      Folleto ESO                                      0-205 HAMBURG 80      Un folleto sobre ESO de 16 päginas en         COMMERZ8ANK, Hamburg,      dos eolores esta desde ahora disponible       Aeeount No. 6104442      en la Administraei6n de ESO en Ham-      burgo.                                        Please note the change of address                                                    trom July 1st, 1976 (cl. p. 4).'       Este folleto da una pequena inlorma-     el6n aeerea de ESO y su historia, el     Obse.rvatorio en La Silla, el Centro     Teenieo-Cientffieo ESO en Europa y la     investigaei6n astron6miea lIevada ~n     ESO.                                                   M. Alain Beal        EI folleto ESO sera envlado a aquellos       We deeply regret to announee the      que ya reelben el ce.Mensajero ". Ejem-        death 01 Monsieur'" Alain Beal, me-      plares adieionales pu eden ser obtenidos       chanle 01 the Creusot team now      a pedldo.                                      ereeting the 3.6 m teleseope on La                                                     Silla.                                                        Monsieur 8eal died EIn April 26,      Cambio de la Administracion de ESO                                                     1976 trom the eonsequenees 01 a      da Hamburgo a Munich                           fall from a height of eight me'tres in      EI 1.° de julio de 1976, la Ofleina dei        the telescop'e buildlng. .      Oireet6r General de ESO se cambia                 He was thirty years old, 'married      desde Hamburgo-Berg'edorf a Garehing,          and Iived in St. Chamond, F.ranee.      eerea de MuniCh, donde la sede prinei-         He had alr~ady taken part In. tlJe      pal europea de ESO sera eonstruida             test assembly 01 the 3.6 m instru-      (ver ce EI Mensajero .. N.o 4, marzo 1976).    ment in El;lrope.      La nueva direeei6n es:                            All who have worked with him                                                     feel deeply the loss of a young      ESO                                                     eolleague who was always most      Olieina dei Oireetor General                   friendly and eooperative.    .      Schleißheimer Straße 17                                                   D. Plathner      0-8049 Garehing (Munieh)

      3.6 m Horseshoe in Place
      La Silla, May 26, 1976. Dr. S. Laustsen, in charge of the ESO 3.6 m teleseope      projeet, informs that the big horseshoe (diameter 9 metres, weight 37 tons)      has now been mounted. The hydraulic system has been installed and 'oil will      be pumped into the pads of the hour axis in a few days time, so that this      axis ean then be turned by hand. The assembly of the 3.6 m telescope is      proceeding very weil indeed.                                      .12
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